Spectral and photophysical properties of α-carboline (1-azacarbazole) in aqueous solutions.
The absorption and fluorescence spectra of α-carboline, 9H-pyrido[2,3-b]indole, AC, in organic aprotic solvents containing different water proportions and in acid/base aqueous solutions inside and outside the pH range have been examined. In the organic aprotic solvents, the addition of increasing concentrations of water sequentially quenches and shifts to the red the fluorescence spectra of AC. These spectral changes have been rationalized assuming the formation, at the lower water concentrations, of a discrete ground state non-cyclic weakly fluorescent AC hydrate emitting at 376 nm that, upon increasing the water concentrations, evolves to a higher order AC poly hydrate emitting at 397 nm. The changes of the AC absorption spectra in aqueous acid/basic solutions indicate the existence of three ground state prototropic species; the pyridinic protonated cation, C (pK(a) = 4.10 ± 0.05), the neutral, N (pK(a) = 14.5 ± 0.2), and the pyrrolic deprotonated anion, A. Conversely, the changes of the AC fluorescence spectra in these media indicate the existence of four excited state species emitting at 376 nm, 397 nm, 460 nm and 465 nm. Since the emissions at 376 nm and 397 nm satisfactorily match those of the hydrates observed in the organic-water mixtures, they were consistently assigned to two differently hydrated ground state N species. The remaining emissions at 460 nm and 465 nm have been assigned without ambiguity, on the basis of their excitation spectra, to the C and A species, respectively. The excited-state pK(a)s of the prototropic species of AC have been estimated by using the Förster-Weller cycle.